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Introduction

Over the past two decades several groups all over the world
investigated applications of high intensity pulsed ion and
plasma beams (HIPIPB) to surface treatment of materials [1,
3, 5−7]. The HIPIPB techniques combine some features of
laser treatment and ion implantation, since both heat and mass
transfer occurs in the “beam-target” system. Beam parameters
vary widely depending on the kind of application. Ion energy
may range from few keV to 1 MeV, pulse duration from 10 ns
to 10 ms, energy density from 0.01 to 50 J/cm2. The most
characteristic feature of the HIPIPB technique is that pulse
irradiation melts the near-surface layer of target material in
a time scale from ns to ms. The ultimate properties of the
processed materials depend on the kind of material itself, kind
of ions in the beam and heat evolution in the substrate. In the
literature published thus far there exist a lot of reports dealing
with dynamics of the processes induced by pulsed laser or
electron irradiation of solids. However, consideration of
thermal processes induced by HIPIPB are rather sparse.

The aim of this paper is to get insight into heat evolution
within targets of various materials irradiated with plasma
beams of diameters in the range of several centimeters,
Gaussian-shaped pulses of duration τp between 0.1 and 3 µs
full width at half magnitude (FWHM), and depositing on the
target surfaces energy densities E in the range 1−10 J/cm2.
These beam parameters are typical for pulses generated in
the rod plasma injector and magnetically insulated high
voltage diode types of facilities, which are most frequently
used in material treatment experiments.

Method of calculation

When energy is delivered to regions of lateral dimensions
(y,z) much greater than the heat diffusion length in material
bulk (which is the case in our experiments) and convection
currents can be ignored, one-dimensional diffusion equation
may be used to calculate thermal evolution [9]:
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Abstract Thermal evolution of various targets irradiated with high intensity pulsed ion or plasma beams was determined by
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(1)

where T(x,t) is temperature distribution at the depth x and
time t within the irradiated target, Cs(T) is the target material
specific heat, ρ(T) is the target material density, and K(T) is
the target material heat conductivity. The source term G(x,t)
is proportional to the energy absorbed within the target surface
layer; it is given by Qab(∆x,t) ~ Qpulse(t) where Qpulse(t) is the
beam pulse energy. The energy loss due to the Planck radi-
ation, surface evaporation and heat convected to the sur-
roundings are very small compared to the beam energy and,
therefore, are not included into the source term.

Heat convection equation can be solved analytically or
numerically. An analytical solution is almost impossible in
the case of multi-layer systems, in which phase transitions
take place and thermal parameters are temperature-dependent.
In this paper the Finite Element Method [4, 8] was used to
determine the T(x,t) temperature evolution numerically. The
ETLIT program (Energy Transport in Laser Irradiated Targets)
was modified and adopted to calculations of heat transport in
multi-component targets (up to 5 different materials in any
configuration) irradiated by pulsed plasma beams. Phase
transition, e.g. melting and solidification and temperature-
-dependent thermal properties of the samples were taken into
account. Fixed-grid approach for tracing the moving phase
boundary was used.

In the present calculations 1000 µm thick targets were divided
into smaller regions (elements). Constant element thickness
∆x=0.01 µm was chosen in the vicinity of the target surface.
To avoid excessive calculation time and to save computer
memory, progressively longer distances between deeper nodes
were adopted. The energy pulse was divided into small ∆ti
intervals, usually 0.05–0.1 µs. It was assumed that the whole
target volume initially was at the ambient temperature, i.e.
T(x,t=0)=T0, where T0 is the ambient temperature.

The m boundary condition must be specified at each boundary
point in case of a differential equation of order 2m. In our
simulations two edge conditions were necessary. The first
condition is that the energy flux absorbed at the surface is
totally converted into heat. If τ (ti) is the mean energy flux
during the time interval ∆ti, and Qab(∆x1,ti) is heat absorbed
within the surface layer ∆x1 during time interval ∆ti, then the
condition may be written down as:

(2)

The second boundary condition is that temperature at the back-
-side of the target is close to the ambient temperature T0 at all
times:

(3) T (xmax, ti) = T0

A linear temperature dependence within each element and
perfect thermal contact between adjacent layers were assumed.

The τ(ti) pulse may have an arbitrary shape e.g. Gaussian form,
rectangle, series of rectangles, series of triangles etc. In the
present calculations the pulses were assumed to be of Gaussian
form with different widths and amplitudes.

Under energy deposition the temperature of any given ith
element within the target rises up until it reaches the melting
point Tm, which occurs at the time of melting tmelting. Subsequent
energy deposited within that element is accumulated until the
value  ∆Ei=Hi*mi corresponding to the latent heat of melting
that element is reached (Hi and mi are latent heat and mass of
the ith element, respectively). Thermodynamical parameters
for liquid phase of the material involved are used for the period
the layer remains molten. Solidification is taken into account
in a similar manner: when a molten layer cools down, its
temperature falls down to the solidification point and remains
constant until the ∆Ei energy accumulated within the ith
element dissipates. End of melting (tsolidification) is determined
as the moment at which solidification of the ith layer is
finished. The melt duration is defined as tL = tsolidification − tmelting.

The calculation results are returned in a two-dimensional
matrix, which contains data necessary to determine tempera-
ture profile within the target after each time interval ∆ti, the
temperature on time dependency in each target node xi, the
melt duration, and the maximum melt depth.

In the present calculations the above mentioned (K, Cs, ρ)
and other necessary material data (e.g. melt temperature) have
been taken after [2] and [10]. In case no data could be found
in literature for the liquid phase temperature region, the solid
state values for temperatures close to the melt temperature
have been taken. According to the recent data found in [11],
the density of alumina in liquid state is by 27% lower than
that in solid state. We checked that even for the alumina case,
taking equal values of density for both states results in the
maximum melt depth higher only by 8.3% in comparison to
the depth obtained when the true liquid state density value is
taken; melt duration practically does not change at all. Density
of metals does not change so much as density of alumina,
therefore we consider that for rough estimations there is no
need to take into account the difference between solid and
liquid state densities.

Results and discussion

In order to get insight into heat evolution in materials with
thermal properties spanning over a wide range of values, for
the first round of calculations we selected 3 materials of very
different melting temperatures and heat conductivities: copper,
iron and alumina (melting point increases and heat conduc-
tivity decreases for successive materials in this group). Melt
depth dM vs. pulse energy density E dependencies at irradiation
with Gaussian pulses of FWHM=0.1, 1.0 and 3.0 µs for the
three studied materials are shown in Fig. 1. The following
qualitative trends can be noticed:

(a) both the energy density thresholds for melting EM and
their ranges for 0.1, 1.0 and 3.0 µs pulses decrease in the
Cu → Fe → Al2O3 sequence;

(b)  melt depth vs. energy curves for different pulse durations
converge with increasing energy, and the energy density
ECM at which the convergence occurs also decreases in
the Cu → Fe → Al2O3 sequence;

(c) slope of the melt depth vs. pulse energy curve also
decreases in the above sequence of materials.

Qualitatively, the trend observed in (a) is understandable in
view of the fact that for a given power density dissipated at
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the surface, heat accumulation in this region is more effective
for a material with lower heat conductivity – which coincides
with the Cu →Fe→ Al2O3 sequence. Convergence of dM versus
E curves for various pulse durations i.e. trend (b) can be
accounted for by the time of heat diffusion tD required to travel
over the molten region and to reach the liquid-solid interface.
If tD is sufficiently longer than the pulse duration – which
occurs at large E and thereby long tD – then the dM versus E
dependence becomes insensitive on the pulse duration.
Decrease of ECM with lowering heat conductivity is simply
due to an increase of tD as it is the case in the Cu→Fe→Al2O3
sequence.

Figure 2 shows dependencies of the melt duration tL on energy
density E for the same pulse widths and materials as in Fig. 1.
The following main qualitative trends can be inferred from
that figure:

(d) melt duration tL increases at a given energy density in
the Cu → Fe → Al2O3 sequence;

(e) melt duration tL vs. energy E curves for different pulse
durations converge for higher densities of irradiation
energy, and the energy density ECL at which the conver-
gence occurs decreases also in the Cu→Fe→Al2O3
sequence;

(f) tL=f(E) curves in the energy range EM<E<ECL differ in
shape and numerical values for 0.1, 1.0 and 3.0 µs pulses
for all materials Cu, Fe and Al2O3; the slopes ∆tL/∆E being
always greater for longer pulses.

Observation (d) is rather self-explanatory considering the fact
that the poorer heat transport from liquid-solid interface owing
to lower heat conductivity, the longer time to solidification.
Convergence of the t=f(E) curves mentioned in (e) can be
readily understood by considering relation between the pulse
duration and the liquid duration tL. If material remains in the
liquid phase sufficiently long after the irradiating energy pulse
has ceased, melt duration tL=f(E) should not depend on the
pulse duration. Therefore, in an example shown in Fig. 2,
almost perfect convergence is seen for liquid durations longer
than the longest pulse width 3 µs used in these calculations.
At the moment, the observation (f) is for us beyond the
intuitive reach, since melting point, heat conductivity, and
heat capacity values influence the heat evolution in quite
a complicated way. However, some important practical hints
can be derived from the example shown in Fig. 2.

It is obvious that processing time in the pulsed-beam techniques
is too short to allow for any real-time control. Moreover, plasma,
ion, as well as laser or electron pulses have a finite reproducibil-
ity. Therefore, if one wishes to carry out a process in which
liquid duration should be relatively short (say below 2 µs) –
i.e. at an energy density below ECL – then a short irradiation
pulse is clearly desirable. In such case a given fluctuation in
energy density causes only a small variation in liquid duration.
In case of long pulses the reverse is true. On the other hand, if
liquid duration has to be long and hence the energy density
must exceed ECL, then wider pulses are desirable: effects of
surface deterioration are less probable at lower power densities.

Fig. 1. Melt depth vs. energy density for Gaussian plasma pulses of 0.1, 1,
and 3 µs FWHM width in Cu, Fe, and Al2O3 targets.

Fig. 2. Melt duration vs. energy density for Gaussian plasma pulses of 0.1, 1,
and 3 µs FWHM width in Cu, Fe, and Al2O3 targets.
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Another practical information can be derived from Fig. 3 in
which melting depths and liquid durations are compiled for
various elements covering a wide range of melting points TM.
We have used pulses of 1 µs width and E=10 J/cm2 to calculate
these data. An unexpected result is that both melt depth dM
and melt duration tL depend significantly on TM only for
relatively low melting points (for Zn and Al in our data set).
For all materials starting from copper (TM=1356K for Cu) till
tungsten (TM=3683K for W) both dM and tL values stay within
a narrow window (below 10 and 20 µs, respectively) – without
any clear dependence on the melting point. The same regular-
ity are observed for shorter pulses (0.1 µs), although the
absolute values of melt depth dM are slightly higher. For longer
pulses (10 µs) many of the materials selected for calculations
do not melt at all. However, to our knowledge such long pulses
are not used in practice.

In Fig. 4 we plotted the dM and tL values calculated as above
versus thermal diffusivity DT=(K/ρ×Cs)1/2. Abscissa values
of the data points were calculated assuming constant K and
Cs values corresponding to the near-melting point; however,
ordinate values were calculated with K(T) and Cs(T) depen-
dencies taken into account. The assumption is justified by
the generally weak dependencies of these parameters on
temperature – at least for metals, as opposite for e.g. silicon.
As can be seen, for diffusivities DT below 0.2 cm2/s the values
of dM and tL stay below 10 µm and 20 µs, respectively.
Unfortunately, for DT >0.3 cm2/s no regularity is observed.

Conclusions

Results of computer simulation of thermal evolution
occurring in various targets irradiated with high intensity
pulsed ion or plasma beams of wide range of energy densities
and pulse duration can be summarized as follows.

− Both energy density thresholds for melting EM and their
ranges for pulses of 0.1, 1.0 and 3.0 µs duration decrease
with increasing melting point and decreasing thermal
conductivity as it has been demonstrated for the
Cu → Fe → Al2O3 sequence.

− Families of the melt depth and the melt duration vs. energy
curves, plotted for different pulse duration as a parameter,

converge with increasing energy. Energy densities at
which the convergence occurs, decreases also in the
Cu→Fe→Al2O3 sequence. Slope of the melt depth vs.
energy density curve also decreases in the above sequence
of materials.

− For energies between the melting threshold and conver-
gence point, the melt duration on energy density curves
differ significantly in shape and in numerical values for
different values of pulse durations (FWHM=0.1, 1.0 and
3.0 µs), and for different materials (Cu, Fe, and Al2O3).
Slope of these curves is always greater for longer pulses.

It is believed that analysis of the graphs shown in this work
may facilitate the choice of beam parameters for processing
different materials by the HIPIPB technique.
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Fig. 4. Melt depth and melt duration vs. thermal diffusivity of various
elements. Data calculated assuming irradiation with Gaussian plasma pulses
of energy density 10 J/cm2 and 1 µs FWHM width.

Fig. 3. Melt depth and melt duration vs. melting point for various elements.
Data calculated assuming irradiation with Gaussian plasma pulses of energy
density 10 J/cm2 and 1 µs FWHM width.


